
Doc is sponsoring a movie night at the range for all his cowboy friends. BYOB, 
Doc ain't stupid. "A Christmas Story" is on the screen when the projector dies. 
Fast as lightning, Doc decides we are going to act it out since we are full of 
holiday spirit, and no one wants to go home. Dawg is going to play Ralphie
and wants nothing more then to get his Red Rider BB gun for Christmas.

Round count is 10,10,4+

Rifle in hand, Shotgun on table of choice. Pistols holstered. Start standing 
behind left table, rifle in hand. Say your line: 

"Take that Black Mike."

ATB: with your rifle perform a Gray Dog Sweep, 1-1-2-3-3 twice starting on 
either end. It is Christmas so yes you can. Make your Daisey Red Rider BB Gun 
safe on the table. Pick up your shotgun and anywhere between the two tables 
knock down the four shot gun targets. Make S/G safe on either table. From 
left table engage pistol targets same as rifle.

STAGE ONE



Little Dawg wants a Red Rider More than anything, but his mother played 
by Sue Rinder will not hear of it. She says that a B.B. 2 is e Iways better.

Round count is 10-10-4+

Rifle and S/G on left table, Pistols holstered. Gun order is pistol, rifle , S/G. 
Start standing behind the right table, hands holding your trusty Red Rider 
and pointing at the pistol targets. When ready, say your line. 

"You'll put your eye out jesamy Kid."

ATB engage any pistol target with one round form your Red Rider B.B. gun. 
Make weapon safe on table. With pistols perform a jesamy Kid sweep. [aka 
Brat sweep] Five shots on three targets. 1-3-2-3-1 or 3-1-2-3-2. Repeat 
for second pistol. With rifle repeat pistol instructions twice. Make rifle safe 
and with S/G, knock 'em down.

STAGE TWO



STAGE THREE

"My father was an OldsmoEile man" After haggling with the tree merchant and 
with the tree fastened to the top the car the family suffers a blowout on the way 
home. Ralphie, aka Dawg, is told by his mother, aka Angel, to help his father 
change the tire. Jesamy is busy losening the lugs when Dawg gets there to help. 
We all know Jesamy can do this by himself since his real name is Bob and Bob 
knows all. He wants to share his knowledge with the impressionable Dawg. 
During his tutorial Dawg blows his one job of holding the lugs in the hub and is 
forced to return to car in shame.

Rifle on left table. S/G on table of choice. Pistols holstered.

Round count is 10-10-4+

Start behind the left table holding the hub cap. 

Your line is. "Fudge"

ATB Drop the hub cap. Pick up your rifle and engage rifle targets in two M.P. 
Murphy sweep. [aka Hoptoad Shuffle] 2-1-2-3-2 or 2-3-2-1-2. Think of it as a 
Nevada sweep starting in the middle. Make rifle safe, pick up S/G and knock 
down the KD'S anywhere between the two tables. Make S/G safe on table and 
repeat instructions for pistols. Two M.P. Murphy sweeps.



STAGE FOUR

"My Father", aka jesamy, wAs always entering contests. One night he finally hits 
it big and wins a "Major award." An amazing lamp. Shaped like Angel's leg. Angel 
is flattered but doesn't want the entire neighborhood looking at her leg. My father 
didn't care and proudly displayed his major award in the center of the front 
window.

Round count is 10-10-4+

Your line is "Fragile"

Gun order is rifle first. Weapons staged as follows. Rifle on left table. Pistols 
holstered. S/G Staged where you want it. Hands on lamp.

ATB Drop the lamp, pick up rifle and knock down the plate rack, you have ten 
rounds to knock down five targets. Any remaining rifle rounds will be placed on 
a pistol target. Any plates left standing may be picked up with S/G but must be 
made up from left table. Misses on the static target are misses. Heck it isn't
Christmas yet. Make rifle safe. Pistols and S/G maybe shot next and at or 
anywhere between the two tables or from the left or right table. S/G knock 'em 
down. Pistols are a Whiskey Mac what could go wrong sweep. Ten on two.



STAGE FIVE

"Mom, aka Angel, has had enough." She's tired of the lamp and somehow it breaks 
while she is watering the plants. Into a thousand million pieces. The old man is 
heart broken and after failing to reassemble his treasured award with Elmer's glue 
he goes to bury it in the back yard. Somewhere taps are played in the background.

Round count is 10-10-2+

Rifle on left table. Pistols holstered. S/G on the left table. Start behind the right 
table with hands on pistols.

If you are a cowboy your line is, "You were always jealous!" 

If you are a cowgirl your line is, "Of a lamp?"

ATB. Engage the two pistol targcts in two military sweeps. 1-1-1-2-1. With Rifle, 
engage the plate rack for ten rounds and place the remaining rounds on dump 
target. Misses on the dump target do count. Make rifle safe on table, pick up S/G 
and knock 'em down.



STAGE SIX

It's Christmas Day at the ParkKer's and after all the presents are open, Ralph, 
aka Dawg, has worn his pink bunny outfit. The old man has mom drop his new 
bowling ball on his boys, the Bumpas's hounds have devoured our turkey and 
we've been introduced to our first Chinese Christmas meal, all is finally well at
3159 W. 11" St. in Cleveland OH.

Round count is 10-10-2+

Your line is "You'll get yours Black Mike."

Rifle on left table. S/G where you want it. Pistols holstered. Gun order Rifle,    
S/G, pistols.

Start with hands on hat.

ATB pick up rifle and engage static target for ten rounds. Make rifle safe. With 
S/G any where between the two tables engage S/G targets until down. Make  
S/G safe and at right table engage the three static targets in a double tap 
Nevada Sweep.

Plate rack is not used.


